PRESS RELEASES

2022

The Shirt Wearers: The Plains Indian Art of Cathy A. Smith
Conserving America’s Wildlands: The Vision of Ted Turner — Photography by Rhett Turner
Rhythms and Rhymes of the American Cowboy
10 BEST ART MUSEUM AWARD BOOTH MUSEUM 2022
For the Love of Art Gala 2022
Through the Years: Kenny Rogers’ Photographs of America
Emergence: Wildlife Art by Ashley Rader
Western Vistas: Arturo Chavez & Grant Redden
Georgia Museum Inc. Awards at Georgia Association of Museum Conference
Booth Museum’s Downtown Gallery 2022 Spring Show and Sale
Western Art South of the Sweet Tea Line Vi: Toast to Texas
Booth Museum’s Director of Education Patty Dees Receives a National Award
Booth Artists’ Guild Annual Exhibition

2021

Graham Hobart Out of Africa and Into the West
Captivated: Rossin’s Southwest & Beyond
Mammals in Glacier: Nancy Dunlop Cawdrey & Waterfalls in Yellowstone: M.C. Poulsen
2020

American Dreams Or Imagined Lands: Terri Loewenthal, Jack Spencer, Christa Blackwood, Mark Klett and Byron Wolfe

Chuck Wagon Gathering 2020

The Jackson Hole 5: Important Painters from the West

Robert Glenn Ketchum & Eliot Porter: On Seeing Color

Edward, Philip, and Matt Moulthrop: Western Woods

Indians & Cowboys: Redefined by Duke & Woodard

2019

Warhol in the West Exhibition

Lonesome Dove Exhibition

Six Navajo Masters Exhibition

Bob Kolbrener: 50 Years in the West Exhibition